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ABSTRACT
Hundred micrometers-sized porous hydroxyapatite glob-
ules have proved as successful tissue engineering strategy
for bone defects in vivo, as was shown in studies on hu-
man mandibles. These granules need to provide enough
porous space for bone ingrowth, while maintaining suf-
ficient mechanical competence (stiffness and strength) in
this highly load-bearing organ. This double challenge mo-
tivates us to scrutinize more deeply the micro and nanome-
chanical characteristics of such globules, as to identify pos-
sible optimization routes. Therefore, we imaged such a
(pre-cracked) granule in a microCT scanner, transformed
the attenuation coefficients into voxel-specific nanoporosi-
ties, from which we determined, via polycrystal microme-
chanics, voxel-specific (heterogeneous) elastic properties.
The importance of the latter and of the presence of one to
several hundred micrometers-sized cracks for realistically
estimating the load-carrying behavior of the globule under
a typical two-point compressive loading (as in a “splitting”
test) is shown through results of large-scale Finite Element
analyses, in comparison to analytical results for a sphere
loaded at its poles: Use of homogeneous instead of het-
erogeneous elastic properties would overestimate the struc-
ture’s stiffness by 5% (when employing a micromechanics-
based process as to attain homogeneous properties) - the
cracks, in comparison, weaken the structure by one to two
orders of magnitudes.
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1 Introduction

Hydroxyapatite (HA) is broadly used as a base component
for synthetically built biomaterials and tissue engineering
scaffolds.

Given their role in the load-carrying function of the
vertebrate skeleton, the mechanical properties of hydrox-
yapatite materials and structures are of imminent interest.

Extending and adapting our earlier strategy developed
for glass-based biomaterials [1], we here simulate the elas-
tic behavior of hydroxyapatite granules used for regenera-
tion of bone defects in a clinical framework [2]. We start
with a micro Computer Tomographic image of the object,
and first translate, based on the average rule for X-ray atten-
uation coefficients [3, 4], the voxel-specific attenuation val-
ues into voxel-specific nanoporosities. Subsequently, we
propose a multiscale elastic analysis: we use semianalytical
random homgenization methods [5] to predict the elastic-
ity of RVEs of several microns characteristic length, from
the elastic properties of single (elongated) hydroxyapatite
crystals and the nanoporosity inbetween [6, 7, 8]. Subse-
quently, these RVEs are represented by Finite Elements in
a structural analysis of one hydroxyapatite granule, sub-
jected to compressive forces at its poles, as experienced in
a “splitting test” [9]. In this way, we aim at answering the
following questions: (1) how large are the effects of the
scaffold-microinhomogeneity when estimating the stresses
at the level “felt” by biological cells?, and (2) how do these
effects compare to effects related to cracks with lengths
similar to or larger than those of biological cells?

2 Materials and Methods

The granules of carbonate-containing hydroxyapatite
(CHA) were prepared according to the processing route de-



scribed in [2]. This technology allows for the production
of spherical CHA granules with widely ranging diameters,
from 50 to about 2000 microns. These globules contain
pores of two sizes: the larger ones are in the order of one
to several hundred micrometers (“micropores”), while the
smaller ones have a characteristic size of less than one mi-
cron (“nanopores”).

In the used micro-CT reconstruction algorithm, real-
ized in SKYSCAN’s NRecon v1.6.1.2 software, a beam
hardening correction of 50% and a ring artefact correction
of 20 were chosen, leading to satisfactory image quality
(see Fig. 1). In the reconstructed image slices, the voxel-
specific X-ray attenuation coefficientsµ are given in terms
of grey valuesX , according to the linear relation
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Figure 2: Statistical characteristics ofµCT image of porous
hydroxyapatite granule depicted in Fig. 1: probability den-
sity function of attenuation (in terms of grey values)

X = a× µ+ b (1)

with a and b being proportionality constants. Next, we
translate such voxel-specific grey values to voxel-specific
nanoporositiesφnano. Therefore, we consider the aver-
age rule for attenuation coefficients of composite materials
[3, 1, 4], reading for our case as

µ = φnanoµair + (1− φnano)µHA (2)

with µair as the X-ray attenuation coefficient of air filling
the nanoporous space, and withµHA as the X-ray attenu-
ation coefficient of pure hydroxyapatite. Inserting (1) into
(2) yields an average rule for grey values, reading as

X = φnanoXair + (1− φnano)XHA (3)

which can be transformed, as to provide the voxel-specific
nanoporosity from grey values, in the form

φnano(X) =
X −XHA

Xair −XHA

(4)

with Xair as the grey value of an air-filled voxel, andXHA

as the grey value of a voxel which is totally filled by pure
(dense) hydroxyapatite.Xair = 100 can be identified from
the “air peak” of a grey value histogram (see Fig. 2), and
we use the minimum value between the “air peak” and the
“solid peak” in Fig. 2 as the thresholdXthr = 139 to delin-
eate between pure “air voxels” (withX < Xthr) and “solid
voxels” (X > Xthr), the latter containing a nanoporosity
according to (4). Hence, we have

φnano(X) =
X −XHA

Xair −XHA

for X > Xthr (5)

and
φnano(X) = 1 for X < Xthr (6)

The (normalized) histogram of Fig. 2 does not contain any
voxel which is totally filled with pure hydroxyapatite, since
the single hydroxyapatite crystals are much smaller than
the voxel size of 3.49 microns. Hence, we are left with
finding a way to identifyXHA, which, according to the
aforementioned considerations, is larger than 255. There-
fore, we consider, as additional quantity, the total porosity
of the investigated globule, i.e. the entire space occupiedby
both nanopores and micropores, over the space occupied
by the entire (double-porous) globule. The total porosity
is known from the mass and the volume of the globule, as
well as from the mass density of pure hydroxyapatite: in
the present case, it amounts toΦtotal = 0.55. The total
porosity (air space in globule over total volume of globule)
is related to the voxel-specific nanoporosityφnano via

Φtotal =

∫

255

0

p(X)φnano(X) dX (7)

with p(X) as the probability density function of grey-
scaled attenuation valuesX depicted in Fig. 2. Use of (5)
and (6) in (7) yields

Φtotal =

∫

255

Xthr

p(X)
X −XHA

Xair −XHA

dX +

∫ Xthr

0

p(X) dX =

=

∫

255

Xthr

p(X)φnano(X) dX +Φmicro (8)

within the globule,Φmicro = 0.189. Transformation of
(8) gives access to the sought grey value of pure (dense)
hydroxyapatite,XHA, as

XHA =
1

1− Φtotal

× (9)

×

{

Xair(Φmicro − Φtotal) +

∫

255

Xthr

p(X)X dX

}

XHA = 257.9 in our case, i.e. the smallest nanoporosity
amounts toφmin

nano = 0.018 [according to (4)].
Different amounts of neighboring voxels (namely4×

4 × 4 = 64 voxels,5 × 5 × 5 = 125 voxels,7 × 7 × 7 =
343 voxels,8 × 8 × 8 = 512 voxels,9 × 9 × 9 = 729
voxels,10× 10× 10 = 1000 voxels,12× 12× 12 = 1728



(a)y-z-plane (b) x-z-plane (c) x-y-plane

Figure 1:µCT-images of investigated granule: three perpendicular cross sections through the center of the granule, labelled
through a right-handedx,y,z-coordinate system: (a)y-z plane, (b)x-z plane, (c)x-y plane

voxels,15× 15× 15 = 3375 voxels,20× 20× 20 = 8000
voxels, and30 × 30 × 30 = 27000 voxels) were merged
into cubic Finite Elements (FE), which were assigned the
mean grey-scaled attenuation value averaged over all the
merged voxels. If this mean attenuation value was below
Xthr, the respective Finite Element was skipped, otherwise
it was assigned a nanoporosity according to Eq. (4).

Next, each Finite Element-specific nanoporosity is
translated into Finite Element-specific isotropic elastic
properties, by means of the micromechanical model of
Fritsch et al. [7] for porous polycrystals built up by elon-
gated hydroxyapatite crystal phases oriented in all space
directions, developed in the framework of so-called random
homogenization theory or continuum micromechanics [5].

Given the load-bearing function of such globules in
a pile with globule-to-globule contact (situated in a bone
defect), we consider, as the very first load case applied to
this material system in a virtual environment, “uniaxial”
compression in form of slightly distributed forces on both
“poles” of the globule, which is realized in terms of pre-
scribed displacements in the loading direction, amounting
to zero at one side of the globule, and amounting to 0.1%
of the globule diameter, at the other. The magnitude of
the prescribed displacement is chosen as to mimick nor-
mal physiological strain states characterized by the order
of 1000 microstrains [10, 11, 12]. The results of the Fi-
nite Element simulations in Abaqus Version 6.7-2, are re-
ported in terms of the forces acting at the poles (reaction
forces), of element-specific strains and stresses throughout
the structure, as well as of stress/strain averages (first and
second-order moments) over the (solid) elements. More
specifically, we evaluate the Finite Element-specific norm
of the deviatoric stress

σdev(x) =

√

1

2
σdev(x) : σdev(x) (10)

whereby the deviatoric stress tensor is standardly defines as

σdev(x) = σ(x)− 1 tr[σ(x)] (11)

whereσ is the Cauchy stress tensor,x gives the position of
the considered Finite Element,tr is the trace operator, and
1 is the second-order unity tensor. Additionally, the first-
order average of stresses over the domain of solid Finite
Elements is evaluated according to [13]

σ̄dev =

√

1

2
〈σdev(x)〉 : 〈σdev(x)〉 (12)

with

〈(.)〉 =
1

Vs

∫

Vs

(.) dV (13)

as the average of quantity(.) over all (solid) Finite El-
ements, filling volumeVs. The second-order average of
stresses is evaluated as [13]

¯̄σdev =

√

1

2
〈σdev(x) : σdev(x)〉 (14)

As to answer the mechanical questions concerning
nanoporosity distributions and cracks, as stated in the In-
troduction, two types of comparisons are made:

• For assessing the influence of nanoporosity distribu-
tion over the globule, results of the aforementioned
Finite Element model with voxel-specific elastic prop-
erties are compared to results from a Finite Ele-
ment model where all solid elements exhibit the mean
nanoporosity averaged over all solid voxels (withX >

Xthr), amounting toφ̄nano = 0.445; the correspond-
ing Young’s modulus amounts toEPHA(φ̄nano) =
23.8 GPa.

• For assessing the influence of one to several hundred
micrometers-sized cracks, the results of the aforemen-
tioned simulations are compared to the analytical so-
lution for spheres compressed at their poles, whereby
the material building up the spheres consists of a ma-
trix with elastic properties corresponding to the mean



heterogeneous homogeneous

value [Pa] value [Pa]

σ̄dev 8.68 · 105 9.14 · 105

¯̄σdev 4.89 · 106 4.66 · 106

Table 1: First and second order moments of deviatoric
stresses, for homogeneous and heterogeneous (element-
specific) elastic properties

heterogeneous homogeneous

component value [N] value [N]

Rxx 0.343 0.277
Ryy 0.189 0.167
Rzz 1.386 1.454

Table 2: Reaction forces at the poles of the granule, for
homogeneous and heterogeneous (element-specific) elastic
properties

nanoporosity of̄φnano = 0.445, with spherical micro-
pores (but no cracks) being embedded into the afore-
mentioned matrix (these micropores filling a microp-
orosity of Φmicro = 0.189). The elastic properties
of such a material are determined by the well-known
Mori Tanaka method [14, 15], and its shear modulus,
amounting toG = 6.45 GPa, enters the analytical for-
mula of Lurje for a homogeneous sphere subjected to
forces at its poles [16]

Z =
∆r ·G · r0
−0.127

(15)

whereZ gives the (compressive) force at the poles of
the sphere (reaction force). This force is compared
to the results of the FE simulations.∆r depicts the
change in radius that was applied as displacement, and
r0 the original granule radius.

3 Results and Discussion

The forces needed to compress the heterogeneous granule
are by 5% smaller than those needed to compress a glob-
ule with homogeneous solid properties derived from the
mean nanoporosity in all solid Finite Elements (see Tab. 2).
Hence, neglection of the heterogeneity in the solid leads to
some overestimation of the global stiffness of the investi-
gated granule. This difference in global stiffness is con-
sistent with the first-order moment of deviatoric stresses
in the (solid) Finite Elements, being larger in the homoge-
neous than in the heterogeneous simulations. On the other
hand, the variability of different stress states throughout the
solid Finite Elements is larger in the heterogeneous analy-
sis, when compared to the homogeneous analysis, which
can be seen from the second-order moments of deviatoric
stresses (see Tab. 2), as well as from the histogram of

the deviatoric stress norms (see Fig. 4) and of the maxi-
mum principal stress (largest eigenvalue of stress tensor,
see Fig. 3). Distribution plots of deviatoric stress norms
and maximum principal stresses throughout the considered
structure (see Fig. 5 and 6), reveal that stress peaks occur
at the load introduction areas, and around crack-like struc-
tures, rather than close to the walls of pseudo-spherically
shaped micropores. Given the remarkable, but rather small
influence of nanoporosity distribution on the overall stiff-
ness, the absence of crack-like features would leave only
the micropores as effective reducers of global stiffness. A
corresponding reaction force ofZ = 112 N [estimated
from Eq. (15)], being approximately 80 times larger than
those from heterogeneous and homogeneous Finite Ele-
ment analyses, clearly identifies the crack-like features in
the investigated globule as the by far dominant stiffness-
governing feature.

This reminds us of the pivotal role that cracking may
play in activating high strains at the tens-of-micrometers
level, which may trigger biological cells to initiate bio-
chemical cascades inducing new bone formation [17]. In
this context, (controlled) cracking of hydroxyapatite gran-
ules might even ease their successful integration into the
natural skeletal system. However, the modeling of crack-
ing processes as such is clearly beyond the present study,
which is limited to linear elasticity. As a worthwhile next
step, micro-elasto-brittle models [18, 8] could be used to
study, at the structural level of one globule, typical crack-
ing events induced by excessive loading. This is planned
for the future.
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Figure 3: Solid Finite Elements-related probability density function of maximum principal stresses: comparison of heteroge-
neous (solid line) and homogeneous (dashed line) simulation. 99% of all principal stress values lie between the two vertical
lines
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Figure 4: Solid Finite Elements-related probability density function of deviatoric stress norms: comparison of heterogeneous
(solid line) and homogeneous (dashed line) simulations. 99% of all deviatoric stress norm values lie below the verticalline
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Figure 5: Results of FE simulation, with (element-specific)heterogeneous [(a), (b), (c)] and homogeneous [(d), (e), (f)] elastic
properties: deviatoric stress normsσdev [Pa], in three perpendicular cross sections through the center of the granule. The cross
sections are parallel to they-z (g),x-z (h), and,x-y (i) planes.97.92% of all values lie between 0 and 12 MPa [see color legend
(j)]
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Figure 6: Results of FE simulation, with (element-specific)heterogeneous [(a), (b), (c)] and homogeneous [(d), (e), (f)] elastic
properties: maximum principal stresses (maximum eigenvalue ofσ) [Pa], in three perpendicular cross sections through the
center of the granule. The cross sections are parallel to they-z (g),x-z (h), and,x-y (i) planes.95.90% of all values lie between
± 3 MPa [see color legend (j)]
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